Level B/Niveau B
Weekly exercise L89_2

En vous référant à la présentation du groupe nominal, pour chaque groupe extrait du texte, vous indiquerez sa construction ( P, G ou A) et son noyau. La réponse est donnée pour le premier.

Adapted from VOANews "Zuckerberg Defends Facebook's Approach to Free Speech, Draws Line on China", October 17, 2019

Mark Zuckerberg on Thursday defended the social media company's light regulation of speech and lack of fact checking on political advertising, while citing China's censorship as a roadblock to operating in the country.
Facebook has been under fire in recent years for its lax approach to fake news reports, state-backed disinformation campaigns and violent content spread on its services, prompting calls for new regulations around the world.
In a speech at Georgetown University filled with references to the First Amendment and the fight for democracy, Zuckerberg stood his ground, saying social media had introduced transformative avenues for speech that should not be shut down.

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg speaks at Georgetown University in Washington, Oct. 17, 2019.
"People having the power to express themselves at scale is a new kind of force in the world. It is a Fifth Estate alongside the other power structures of society," he said.
Zuckerberg framed the company's decisions around that concept, including its recent retreat from years of aggressive courtship of China, an obstacle to his vision of connecting the world's population.
He attacked the rapidly growing Chinese-owned app TikTok, saying the short video platform censored political protest, including in the United States — a charge the company denies.


Groupes nominaux :

the social media company's light regulation of speech =

lack of fact checking on political advertising = 

China's censorship = 

a roadblock to operating in the country = 

fake news reports = 

state-backed disinformation campaigns = 

calls for new regulations around the world. = 

transformative avenues for speech = 

a new kind of force in the world = 

the other power structures of society = 

the company's decisions around that concept = 

its recent retreat from years of aggressive courtship of China = 

the rapidly growing Chinese-owned app TikTok = 

Pour réussir cet exercice, voir aussi
http://jjhochart.net/APPRENDRE/EXERCICES/Bases-anglais/Bases-groupe-nominal.php 


